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Inquiry into the use of Cannabis in Victoria

SURVEY QUESTIONS
Drag the statements below to reorder them. In order of priority, please rank the themes you believe are
most important for this Inquiry into the use of Cannabis in Victoria to consider:
Criminal activity, Accessing and using cannabis, Public health, Public safety, Mental health, Education,
Young people and children, Social impacts
What best describes your interest in our Inquiry? (select all that apply) :
Individual
Are there any additional themes we should consider?
YOUR SUBMISSION
Adults over the age of 21 (25 if you want to take into consideration full brain development) should be trusted to make decisions on taking drugs without fear of being penalised if found in possession.
Making the sale of weed legal and regulated will increase the safety of the user (avoiding bad pesticides etc
found in black market weed) and eliminate a significant revenue stream for organised crime.
Having it remain legal is pointless, it’s very easy to obtain anyway and I’d rather see the money spent on it
by users go to businesses that create legitimate jobs (I’m even happy for the government to take a slice
with a tax) and provide a safe product than fuel organised crime.
You can use weed and still be a high functioning and contributing member of society.
It’s an amazing plant with alot of other applications that the plant fibres etc. can also be used for
(clothing’s, building materials, medicine)
Do you have any additional comments or suggestions?:
Other illicet drugs, or MDMA, magic mushrooms etc should also be legalised and regulated, there is less
risk taking these drugs than alcohol once you take away the risks of bad batches being supplied by dodgey
deal-ers and educate the people purchasing them about correct dosing
Select all that apply.
Do you think there should there be restrictions on the use of cannabis? :
Use of cannabis should remain legal for medical treatment only. Personal use of cannabis should be legal.
Sale of cannabis should be legal and regulated. Cultivation of cannabis for personal use should be legal.
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